is a Canadian company established in Bangalore India where for the past 8 years, we have been designing, developing and manufacturing VOIP hardware. Our product portfolio includes:

Digital/Analog Telephony Cards, VOIP Gateways (PRI, BRI Analog), Hybrid PBX systems (IP with PRI/BRI/FXS-FXO), IP phones and ATAs. We also have a security division called SHIELD.com through which we deliver STMs (SIP threat Managers), UTMs (United threat managers) and SBCs (Session Border Controllers).

ALLO.com is making itself noticed in this already crowded industry not only by offering quality hardware at very competitive pricing, but mainly through innovation. We are by far the most dynamic VOIP hardware manufacturer offering an umbrella of products to cover most SoHo and SMB requirements.

In Electronic City Bangalore is our manufacturing plant with 2 top of the line SMT lines; this allows us to release products much faster than others at very competitive prices. With 100+ strong ranging from Specialized Senior Phd engineers, to programmers, testers, support technicians and manufacturing staff, we control every aspect leading to the product release and its deployment.

On August 15th 2013, ALLO.com has launched the ONLY E1/T1 PRI card carrying both PCI and PCIe interfaces. This unique, never before seen feature sets ALLO.com apart from the competition and shows the scope, focus and what to expect from them: Innovation. The innovative design facilitates stocking issues for all ALLO.com channel partners, now they only keep 1 card in stock instead of 2. It also gives the customer the flexibility to alternate between both interfaces. By 2014, all ALLO cards will boast the innovative feature. Expect others to follow in our footsteps.
Earlier this year, the Analog Active Card was released. This card is detected as a network card and the installation drivers are automatically launched. All you need to do is configure it. However that is not its main feature; working with Windows based systems opens the door to a huge market, the 3CX integrators.

We will be doing the worldwide launch of our above mentioned hardware during the:

Hong Kong Electronics Fair Autumn edition from Oct 13th to 16th booth 3C-B10
GITEX Dubai, from Oct 20th to 24th booth Z-62

Contact: globalsales@allo.com for more details and opportunities.
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